Micro and nano-particles are systemically injected as drug carriers to specifically deliver therapeutics into diseased tissue. Their vascular journey and adhesion mechanics are key ingredient to optimize strategies mainly against cancer and cardiovascular disorders. This work focuses on the role of carrier stiffness in modulating their migration towards capillary peripheries and then to firmly adhere vascular walls. A Lattice Boltzmann-Immersed Boundary method is used for predicting the dynamics of rigid and deformable adhesive micro-metric particles (1 µm) navigating a capillary by the size of 10 µm with 20% hematocrit. Cells and microcarriers are modeled as a collection of mass-spring elements responding to a bending potential, a worm-like chain potential and the area conservation constraint. Furthermore, particle's surface is decorated with adhesive molecules interacting with vascular walls. Particles' transport and adhesion are characterized in terms of their ability to reach the capillary peripheries (margination rate) and to firmly adhere the vascular walls. This analysis is carried out systematically by varying particles' and cells' initial positions (five different particles configurations are transported, one per time, within four red blood cells releasing positions); stiffness (rigid Ca = 0 and soft Ca = 10 −2 particles are considered) and their chemical affinity with the capillary walls (σ = 0.5, 1, and 2). Particle stiffness is found to weekly influence the margination rate while do significantly affect the ability of such constructs to efficiently interact with the endothelium by forming stable chemical bonds.
INTRODUCTION
Micro-and nano-particles have been proven as efficient carriers of therapeutics for the specific treatment of diseases such as cancer or cardiovascular disorders. [1, 2] For the target specific delivery of drugs, two major steps are required: the accumulation of these small constructs into the capillary peripheries (margination process) and their adhesion to the diseased tissue. In particular, the big challenge of soft nanomedicines is to selectively stick to capillary walls by taking the advantages of the capillary proliferation into inflamed regions. Then, once stably adhering the vasculature, to start the extravasation process while releasing their cargo.
Computational methods are crucial to deep understand the vascular transport of platelets-like objects due to the large number of parameters involved. Particles can be precisely tailored in term of their shape, size, superficial properties and stiffness (the so called 4S parameters) to modulate their abilities, so that, the number of paths toward the optimization uncontrollably grows. [3, 4] In recent years, a number of scientists have studies blood flows analyzing the complex features related to the presence of red blood cells, platelets and cells into the margination of micro-and nanoparticles. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] By definition, margination corresponds to the dislodging of immersed objects toward vessel walls. It has been observed experimentally for white blood cells, platelets and rigid microparticles, however the dependence of margination on particle's stiffness, shape, size, and surface properties remains an open question. [5, 14] Then, such carriers should stably adhere to the vessel walls in order to support the continuous and controlled release of drugs into the diseased tissue [15] . The recipe for efficient micro-and nano-carriers is far from being discovered and computational model are useful tools for the design of such constructs. Indeed, reliable computational schemes must account for the transport of several structures with different stiffnesses, densities, shapes, and need to model particle-particle and particle-walls interactions. [15, 16] In this work, a kinematic/dynamics hybrid Immersed-Boundary (IB)/Lattice Boltzmann (LB) scheme is employed. [16] Precisely, the IB technique is employed in its kinematic formulation for the red blood cells in order to save computational time. Indeed, red cell membrane is considered here as dense as plasma, so that, the membranes velocity is advected with the withstanding fluid velocity. On the contrary, microparticles are transported in a 10 µm narrow capillary with the dynamics IB formulation extensively developed and validated by the author and collaborators. [15] [16] [17] [18] Particles are chosen to be slightly denser than RBCs in order to mimic discoidal PLGA microparticles developed by Key et al. [19] . Such dynamics-IB scheme is adopted due to its ability to compute, within the same framework, rigid and deformable particles. Particle dynamics is predicted under different conditions, namely: four cell releasing positions; five particle initial configurations; two values for particle's mechanical stiffness; and three values for the particle chemical affinity with the vascular walls. Firstly, the blood cells are transported alone, thus identifying three flow regions discriminated by the perturbation induced by their presence: a bulk region, RBC rich zone; an intermediate layer, fluid region in which the flow is only slightly perturbed by the cells peripheries; and a cell-free layer, unperturbed flow region. Then, particles are released into the fluid domain and the number of particles in time populating the three regions is computed. The margination ability of soft and rigid constructs is measured by counting the number of particles populating in time these three regions. Interestingly, for 1 µm construct the stiffness poorly affects the margination rate, while soft particles are more prone to firmly adhere the vasculature. As the matter of facts, only 6% of the total number of rigid particles can firmly adhere to the vasculature while this number grows up to 23% when considering soft membranes.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

TWO DIMENSIONAL BGK-LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD
The evolution of the fluid is defined in terms of a set of N discrete distribution functions,
, which obey the dimensionless Boltzmann equation
in which x and t are the spatial and time coordinates, respectively; [ e i ], (i = 0, ..., N − 1) is the set of N discrete velocities; ∆t is the time step; and τ is the relaxation time given by the unique non-null eigenvalue of the collision term in the BGK-approximation. [20] The kinematic viscosity of the flow is strictly related to τ as ν = c 2 s (τ − 
On the two-dimensional square lattice with N = 9 speeds (D2Q9) [21] , the set of discrete velocities is given by
, sin
with the weight, ω i = 1/9 for i = 1 − 4, ω i = 1/36 for i = 5 − 8, and ω 0 = 4/9. Here, we adopt a discretization in the velocity space of the equilibrium distribution based on the Hermite polynomial expansion of this distribution [22] .
IMMERSED BOUNDARY TREATMENT
Deforming body models are commonly based on continuum approaches using strain energy functions to compute the membrane response. [23] [24] [25] However, a particle-based model governed by molecular dynamics has emerged due to its mathematical simplicity while providing consistent predictions. [26, 7, 27, 28 ] Following this, a particle-based model is here adopted via the 
F i is expanded in term of the reticular Mach number, e i c s , resulting in:
where f ib is a body force term. Due to the presence of the forcing term, the momentum density are derived as ρ u = ∑ i f i e i + ∆t 2 F i . Notably, in such a framework, the forced Navier-Stokes equations can be recovered with a second order accuracy. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] F i accounts for the presence of an arbitrary shaped body immersed into the flow field, whereas the external boundaries of the computational domain are treated with the Zou and He known velocity bounce back conditions. [34] The Immersed Boundary (IB) procedure, which was extensively proposed and validated by Coclite and collaborators [17, 18, 35, 15, 16] , is here adopted and the moving-least squares reconstruction by Vanella et al. [36] is employed to exchange all Lattice Boltzmann (LB) distribution functions between the Eulerian lattice and the Lagrangian chain, while the body force term in Eq.(5), f ib , is evaluated through the formulation by Favier et al. [37] .
Elastic Membrane Deformation. Membranes are subject to elastic strain response, bending resistance, and total enclosed area conservation. The stretching elastic potential acting on the two vertices sharing the l-th element is given as
being k s the elastic constant, l l the current length of the l-th element, and l l,0 the length of the l-th element in the stress-free configuration. Differentiating of the potential energy with respect to the displacements, the nodal forces corresponding to the elastic energy for nodes 1 and 2 connected by edge l reads as
where r i, j = r i − r j and r i is the position vector of the node i.
The bending resistance related to the v-th vertex connecting two adjacent element is 
where l right and l le f t are the length of the two adjacent left and right edges, respectively, and n v is the outward unity vector centered in v. In this simplified model for the description of the bending resistance the relation between the strain response constant k s and k b is expressed through
, where r is the particle radius. In order to limit the membrane stretching, an effective pressure force term is considered. Thus, the penalty force is expressed in term of the reference pressure p re f and directed along the normal inward unity vector of the l-th element ( n l ) − , as
with l l the length of the selected element, k a the incompressibility coefficient, A the current enclosed area, A 0 the enclosed area in the stress-free configuration. The enclosed area is computed using the Green's theorem along the curve A = 1 2 ∑ l x l dy l . Within this formulation k a = 1 returns a perfectly incompressible membrane. Note that F a l is evenly distributed to the two vertices connecting the l-th element (v le f t and v right ) as
Particle-Particle Interaction Two-body interactions are modeled through a repulsive potential centered in each vertex composing the immersed particles. The repulsive force is such that the minimum allowed distance between two vertices coming from two different particles is ∆x. The impulse acting on vertex 1, at a distance d 1,2 from the vertex 2 of an adjacent particle, is directed in the inward normal direction identified by ( n 1 ) − and is given by:
Wall-Particle Interaction With no intent of being exhaustive, a wide range of vascular molecules are involved in the adhesion process, including E-and P-selectins, α v β 3 and α v β 5 integrins, VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 adhesion molecules. [38] [39] [40] In the present work, the author only consider the effect of ICAM-like adhesion molecules, meaning a shot-range ligand-receptor interaction.
Ligand molecules are distributed over the surfaces of the particle with density ρ l ; while receptor molecules are uniformly distributed over blood vessel walls. [18, 41] Ligand molecules are modeled as linear springs, which tend to establish bonds with receptors on the vascular wall, resulting in a mechanical force given as
where y l is the bond length, y cr,eq the equilibrium bond length and σ the spring constant (same for all springs). Bonds can be generated only if the minimum separation distance between the particle boundary and the wall is smaller than a critical value, y cr = 25 nm [42] whereas the equilibrium bond length, resulting in a null force, is y cr,eq = 0.5y cr . The linear spring constant is computed in lattice units through its dimensionless group,
H , where ρ re f , H, and ν re f are the reference density, length, and viscosity, respectively. The spring constant σ ranges from 0.5 to 2.0. These values return a plausible agreement with experimental observations and were validated against experimental data in two previous work by the author and collaborators [18, 35] . At each time step, the bond formation is regulated by a forward probability function, while a reverse probability function controls the destruction of a pre-existing bond, see for details [18] . The adhesive force, being calculated at the centroid of each element, is evenly distributed to the two vertices connecting the element in the same fashion used for F a .
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Hydrodynamics Stresses Pressure and viscous stresses exerted by the l-th linear element are:
whereτ l and p l are the viscous stress tensor and the pressure evaluated in the centroid of the element, respectively; n l is the outward normal unit vector while l l is its length. The pressure and velocity derivatives in Eq.s (13) and (14) are evaluated considering a probe in the normal positive direction of each element, being the probe length 1.2 ∆x, and using the cited moving least squares formulation [36] . In this framework, the velocity derivatives evaluated at the probe are considered equal to the ones on the linear element centroid and all force contributions are computed with respect to the centroid of each elements and then transferred to the vertices.
[43]
FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
The motion of the immersed bodies is described differently for red cells and particles, for saving computational costs.
On one side, blood cells are transported using the kinematic IB technique described in [16] , so that advecting the velocity of the Lagrangian points with the underlying Eulerian fluid velocity and then applying internal stresses, Eq.s (7), (9), (10), and (11) trough the volume force in the flow equations to include the body effect on the flow field Eq.(5). On one side, blood cells are transported using the kinematic IB technique described in [16] ; so that, advecting the velocity of the Lagrangian points with the underlying Eulerian fluid velocity and then applying internal stresses (Eq.s (7), (9), (10) , and (11)) trough the volume force in the flow equations using Eq.(5).
On the other side, the particles dynamics is determined by dynamics IB technique described in [16] , using the solution of the Newton equation for each Lagrangian vertex, accounting for both internal, Eq.s (7), (9), (10), (11), and (12) and external stresses, Eq.s (13) and (14) . Thus, no-slip boundary conditions are imposed using a weak coupling approach. [17] Blood Cells Motion. The position of the v-th vertex is updated at each time step considering the vertices moving with the velocity of the withstanding fluid. For each vertex nine Eulerian points are considered, namely the Eulerian points falling into the two-dimensional support domain, defined as a square with side equal 2.6∆x and the velocity of each Lagrangian point,˙ x(t), is computed interpolating the velocity of the fluid in the nine associated Eulerian points. Finally, the position of each Lagrangian point is computed as:
Elastic Particles Motion. The total force F tot v (t) acting on the v-th element of the immersed body is evaluated in time and the position of the vertices is updated at each Newtonian dynamics time step considering the membrane mass uniformly distributed over the nv vertices,
The Verlet algorithm is employed to integrate the Newton equation of motion. Precisely, a first tentative velocity is considered into the integration process,˙ x v,0 (t), obtained interpolating the fluid velocity from the surrounding lattice nodes
then, the velocity at the time level t + ∆t is computed as
Rigid Particles Motion. Rigid motion is readily obtained integrating all stresses contributions over the particles boundary and updating both, linear and angular velocity in time as˙ u(t) =
I . Here m is the particle mass, F tot (t) is the total force exerted by the particle; M tot (t) is the total moment acting on the particle, and I is the moment of inertia. Finally, u(t) and ω(t) are computed as
with ∆x = ∆t = 1. The proposed approach is unconditionally stable for small local velocity variations within any solid/fluid density ratio [44] , which is indeed the case of the present work.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE PROBLEM.
To predict the interaction dynamics of particles with red blood cells navigating a capillary ( Figure. ), clearly shows the effect of the presence of elastic membranes into the flow. Precisely, the membranes response to the exerted hydrodynamics forces is wide and negative into the higher fluid laminae, localized and positive at the cells peripheries (see Figure.2 
.a).
Interestingly, the formation of such layers is strongly emphasized when considering the out of plane vorticity patterns reported in Figure. Here, a thorough characterization of particle margination and adhesion abilities is given in terms of local and averaged quantities within the four RBC configurations. Firstly, the final lateral positions of all particles is drawn against their releasing positions in Figure. The depicted complex mechanics explains the rationale behind the choice of soft nanomedicines over their rigid counterpart. In this specific cases, the margination ability of particles seems not depend on their stiffness while their adhesive abilities are dramatically influenced by the rigidity.
These trends are, in turn, confirmed by experimental findings of M. B. Fish and colleagues [58] .
They measured the accumulation of rigid and soft particles on vasculature walls for different flow rates and particle sizes concluding that soft particles are preferable for low shear rates while rigid constructs for high-speed flows. Note that, in this context, the overall accumulation of vascular targeted drug carriers depends on their margination and adhesion abilities at the same time. Collectively, these data continue to demonstrate the abilities of soft nanomedicines for the precise and specific delivery of therapeutics. Particularly, in narrow capillaries particle stiffness does not affect the margination rate. On the contrary, particle stiffness strongly affects the ability to efficiently interact with the endothelium and firmly adhere to the walls. Indeed, soft and rigid particles would behave differently for larger Reynolds number. For example, it has been proven that, depending on the peculiar shape, particles tend to marginate faster for Re > 100 and may stop their rotative motion around their axis. Moreover, particles adhesion would be largely influenced by stronger hydrodynamics forces. However, these phenomena are far from the present work scope and will be object of future investigations. 
